Abstract-Nowadays, the studies of episodic processes in the ocean is manly done through the innovative facilities called ocean observatories which provide unprecedented amounts of power and two-way bandwidth to access and control sensor networks in the oceans. The most capable ocean observatories are designed around a submarine fiber optic/power cable connecting one or more seafloor science nodes to the terrestrial power grid and communications backhaul. In a network consisting of tens, hundreds or thousands of marine sensors, manual configuration and integration becomes very challenging. Methods are required which support this task to minimize the administration efforts. This paper addresses this issue and presents an approach for the automatic discovery of marine sensors in ocean observatories. The work provides a needed reference implementation of PUCK over TCP/IP, and suggests the potential of a set of protocols and standards that could realize true end to end "Plug and Work" capability for sensor networks.
INTRODUCTION
A sensor is defined from an engineering point of view as a device that converts a physical, chemical, or biological parameter into an electrical signal [1] . While a sensor is the most basic unit, a sensor system is an aggregation of sensors, attached to a single platform [2] . Such sensor systems are the marine sensor platforms that consist of manifold sensors.
These sensors need to be connected to the shore-side infrastructure so that communication with the sensors can be established and their data can be stored, displayed, or incorporated into models and simulations. A sensor network consists of a number of spatially distributed and communicating sensor resources [3] , where sensor resource is the abstract representation of sensors and sensor systems.
Knowledge of each sensor's command protocol is required to operate and acquire data from the network. Making sense of these data streams to create an integrated picture of environmental conditions requires that each sensor's data and metadata be accurately processed. However, due to the large variety of sensor protocols and sensor interfaces, most applications are still integrating sensor resources through proprietary mechanisms. This manual bridging between sensor resources and applications leads to extensive adaption effort, and is a key cost factor in large-scale deployment scenarios [4] . This issue has been the driving force for the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) to start the Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) initiative. Within the SWE working group a suite of standards has been developed which can be used as building blocks for a Sensor Web. SWE defines the term Sensor Web as "Web accessible sensor networks and archived sensor data that can be discovered and accessed using standard protocols and application programming interfaces" [5] .
However, the SWE technologies are designed from an application-oriented perspective, and cannot meet all the necessity to dynamically integrate sensors. An on-the-fly integration of sensors into the Sensor Web with a minimum of human intervention is not straight-forward with the given methods. Currently, sensors are usually connected by manually building adapters for each pair of web service and sensor type.
Bridging this interoperability gap [6] between the Sensor Web layer and the lower-level sensor layer can be addressed by several standardization efforts. Use of standards to operate a sensor and, retrieve and describe its data generally simplifies sensor software development, integration, operation and data processing. An example is the IEEE 1451 family of standards [7] , a universal approach to connect sensors to diverse networks and systems.
Another approach is the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) PUCK protocol that extends the sensor firmware, and provides a means to retrieve a universally unique identifier, metadata and other information from the device itself through its communication interface [9] . Thus the observing system can automatically identify the sensor and utilize the sensor and its data when it is physically installed, eliminating the need for technicians to manually set up a logical association between physical sensor and host drivers and configuration files. 
